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Address Friedrich Farbglashütte GmbH 
KUGLER-COLORS® 
Reifträgerweg 29 
87600 Kaufbeuren-Neugablonz

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Raw material for glass production , Pre-heating furnaces, Blown glassGlass for gardening uses,  Antique and coloured glass,  Cross out glass for
melting/ Fusing glass,Glass smelting/fusion technology 

Pre-heating oven 

With these tunnel ovens you can produce your overlay at a reasonable price for even small series and fulfil customers wishes on a flexible
basis. The tunnel ovens enable the warming up of cups and rods to the correct further processing temperature.

With oven measurements of 1,7 x 0,8 m the two "midgets" even fit into the smallest glass factories and yet you can achieve great results
concerning color selection and processing speed with these ovens. The first oven is a pre-heating tunnel for colored overlay cups which
can warm up heavy lead glasses and soda lime glasses with cup diameters of 60-180 mm and a variably adjustable temperature range of
450°C - 600°C. The second oven contains a pre-warming drum for rods and enables the warm up of rods up to a rod diameter of about 30
mm and a rod length of about 280 mm.
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